
How many humans can commit atrocities when they follow orders? 

Prof. Emilie Casper

Historically, the most terrible things - war, genocide, and salivary - have resulted not from 
disobedience, but from obedience - Howard Zinn (1922-20210)

- Rwandan genocide: April 7th, 1994 - July 17th, 1994

- Nuremberg trials: Nov. 20th, 1945 - Oct. 1st, 1946 « Befehl ist Befehl»


How can humans commit atrocities when they follow orders?

Why in a given situation, individuals differ in the extent to which they dare to defy orders that 
involve immoral or illegal acts?

Some people are able to disobey, even if it costs the life of family or friends

Not a lot, but why do these people differ?

For example germans who saved jews during WWII


Past experimental studies on obedience

The studies of Stanley Milgram: showed a strong willingness of participants to follow the orders of 
the experimenter

BUT:

- Not replicable for ethical reasons

- Not adapted for neuroimaging measurements

- Only informs about situational factors supporting (dis)obedience

-> debate if the results are valid
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Caspar, E.A.,Christensen, J., Cleeremans, A., & Haggard P. (2016). Coercion changes the sense of 
agency in the human brain.



Disobedience in this experiment is one trial -> not reliable for neuromiganing measurements

Victims get real shocks on their own pain tresholds

Participants don’t always believe cover stories, that’s why the victim is in front of the participant

They choose to give shocks in exchange for 5 cents


The sense of agency

- You perform many actions daily

- You are not aware of the majority of them

- But sometimes, you know that you caused the accident that just happened

The sense of agency is the feeling that you are the author of an action at this potentially 
responsible for its consequences


How to measure the sense of agency

- Explicit ratings: I was / was not the author of that action 


- Schizofrenic people have less sense of agency 

- Measurements highly biased by social desirability

- Good outcome -> overestimation of authority 

- Bad outcome -> underestimation


- The method of interval statements: Time estimation (in ms) 

- Passive: TMS makes you press a key

- Voluntary: time is faster than during passive actions


Behavioral result

- 33.97/60 shocks freely administered (min: 0 max: 60), 34 shocks freely administered for €1,60


- > high variability

- No one has disobeyed, even not those who chose not to administer sharks in the free-choice 

condition (there was no pressure at all)

- > Problematic: can’t study disobedience


- Tendency to behave vindictively 

- Those who were victims first, tend to give more shocks afterwards


Outcome processing: 

- 30/60 trials people were ordered to give a shock

- Full passive: taking participants finger to make them press the key
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- Amplitude is higher in active condition

- Obeying order has strong influence (coercive vs free-choice)


Factors controlled

- The results are not influenced by:


- The type of pain: for example also with financial pain

- Whether or not harm is produced

- The number of sharks participants freely delivered

- Personality traits

- Order of the role

- Higher level cognitive processes (i.e. the belief in free-will or determinism)


- The results are influence by: 

- The military rank


The effect of military training on sense of agency and outcome processing

The same experiment, but either with a ‘ranked experimenter' or a ‘civilian experimenter’

People in the military are trained to be obedient, but officers are also trained to be responsible for 
others

Acting freely is unusual for people in the military, especially the junior cadets

- Junior cadets experienced less agency in the free-will condition

- Privates also have a low sense of agency

- Coercian showed non-significant results

When people have accepted the fact that they obey, the brain behaves similarly to a sense of 
agency 

Can we train people to have more agency over their actions?


Obeying orders reduces vicarious activations for victim’s pain

Empathy for pain

- Humans, as other mammals, have the capacity to feel what others feel, namely, they have 

empathy

- An extensive literature has shown that seeing another individual in pain triggers an emphatic 

response in the observer

- Anterior cingulate cortex (acc) & anterior insula activate when we see someone have pain (all 

mammals)

- The most widespread explanation for this phenomenon has been related to mirror neurons, 

which were initially shown to fire both when monkeys execute and observe an action, but which 
have recently been demonstrated to also exist in the ACC


- No direct evidence that mirror neurons exist in humans (wel op andere dieren)


On the discovery of mirror neurons 

Empathy as a motivated phenomenon

- Meffert et al. (2013) — 18 individuals with psychopathy traits & 25 controls (Empathy is 

important to study for disorders like APD, psychopathy)

- One condition in which they are simply asked to watch painful videos and another condition in 

which they are asked to try to feel the pain of the person in the video


How does obeying orders influence empathy for pain? Obeying orders reduces vicarious brain 
activation towards victims’ pain

Shocks give a muscular twitch: important, visual proof that there is pain -> empathy

Less pain when coerced


How can humans commit atrocities when they follow orders?

- Reduction of the sense of agency

- Reduction of the feeling of responsibility 

- Reduction of activity and empathy-related brain regions

- Reduction of activity in brain regions associated with the interpersonal feeling of guilt


Obedience to authority in the aftermath of a genocide. A social neuroscience study in Rwanda

Rwanda is one of the latest genocides

Brief historical overview of the Rwandan genocide in 1949
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- Started on April 7th, 1994 after the crash of the plane of President Habyarimana

- During 100 days (end date: July 15th, 1994), members of the Tutsi minority ethnic group, as 

well as some moderate Hutu, were slaughtered by armed militias. 

- Very high number of civilians joined the militia and participated in the genocide

- The brutality and the rapidity of the executions resulted in about 1,000,000 deaths  in 3 months 

Because the large number prison and death sentence were not always an option, so now 
perpetrator and victims live together 


- Reconciliation is very complex

- Since then, the country tries to preserve peace by monthly (i.e. Umuganda) and annual 

reconciliation activities — General concern in the country regarding the possibility for these 
atrocities to be committed again 


- Mentioning ethnicity in Rwanda is forbidden 

- Rwanda is very open about the genocide, Cambodja isn’t


Present research questions

To what extent traumatic family experience during a genocide increases the propensity for next 
generation individuals to resist immoral orders, given the knowledge about the disastrous 
consequences of obedience committed by prior generations?

What factors influence (dis)obedience to immoral orders?


How to set up an experiment in Rwanda?

- Finding a local collaborator

- Submission of the project to the national ethics committee

- Organizing the trip (sending the material to Rwanda, finding an experimental room, etc.)


- Had to take all ECG equipment with them too Rwanda

- Finding a (experimental) room: minimal requirement is single electrical plug


A novel paradigm to study disobedience 

- Experimenter ordering to send or not painful shocks to the «victim»

- Shocks were real — but calibrated on the participants pain threshold

- Some variants included a monetary reward for the shocks (50FR or 0.05€)

- 144 Rwandans from the first generation after the 1994 tested (N=72 in Rwanda and N=72 in 

Belgium)


Main results

- When the person giving the orders is in another room, participants disobey more (not giving a 

shock when told to = prosocial disobedience, but also giving a shock when told not to)

- In Rwanda they barely disobey

- The more empathic, the more they disobey

- The more family trauma, the higher the empathy (correlation)

- Family trauma doesn’t prevent people from giving shocks, cultural factors have high impact
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Discussion & conclusion

- Similar degree of familiy suffering during the Rwandan genocide between Rwandans tested in 

Rwanda and Rwandans tested in Belgium

- The more the family suffered during the genocide, the higher was the neural response to the 

observed pain (environment? Transgenerationality of the trauma?)

- A higher neural response to the observed pain lead to a higher degree of prosocial 

disobedience (i.e. refusing to send the shock)

- However, less prosocial disobedience in the group tested in Rwanda -> cultural relationship to 

authority (measured through the ASC questionnaire) what is the best predictive factor of non-
submission to immoral orders


- Suggest the importance of education and culture in prosocial behaviours?


On mirror brains and migrant functions: phenotypes in brain organization

Guy Vingerhoets

A lot of stuff in our behavior is asymmetric

Left side creative, right side analytic -> not true

One of largest asymmetries is handedness 

It would make sense if 50% is left-handed, but in all cultures 90% is right handed

Stroke in left side: aphasia

Stroke in right side: neglect (mostly of the left side)

Children have more plasticity in their brain, healthy side takes over damaged side

Shizophrenic have less organized brain: is this the cause or an effect?

Hemispheric Functional Segregation: different mental functions show different hemispheric 
dominance

- Conflict prevention of duplicate functional regions

- Enhancement of parallel processing

- Increase neural capacity by avoiding redundancy

They do not predict why most have the left hemisphere for language


Percentage hemispheric dominance


Praxis: ability to use tools

Praxis data is based on small population

All functions have been investigated seperately, we don’t know if people with atypical 
hemispherization are all the same people (with everything flipped) or a lot of different people (all 
with one function flipped)

Right handedness shows a stronger bias to the typical hemispherization, a lot of left handed 
people have a difference in at least one function


Quantifying hemispheric dominance


Laterality-index: 


- Function to explore the laterality of a specific function

- Calculate velocity in which blood flows to the brain -> difference in hemispheres 

Mental function:

- Cognitive or affective abilitity that enables adequate behavior

- Expressed in functionality (behavior).


R − L
R + L

∙ 100 ± 100
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Mental organ:

- Biological correlate of a mental function

- Expressed in biometric measures


Language lateralization

Is there a link between language dominance and hand preference?

Is language dominance genetically determined?

Is language dominance anatomically determined?

150 right handers and 150 left handers, calculated lateralization index for each

1st group strongly lateralized

3rd group of right handed: hovers around center (bilateral for language)

Nobody’s mouth is perfectly symmetrical, but it averages to 0 -> Gauss curve

Handedness is directional asymmetry (average isn’t 0)

3rd type of assymmetry: Half shows one kind of asymmetry, other half shows opposite

Left handers also has a 4th group: strong right language dominance

Other than 4th group, graphs are virtually identical


Do right handers with right language dominance exist?

Crossed aphasia in right handers (Mariën et al., 2004, Cortex)

152 case studies since 1975

Only 49 are reliable (32%)

That is < 2 cases each year

Right handers with RLD exist, but they are very rare


Is there a link between language dominance and hand preference?

Except for a small minority left handers, there appears to exist no relation between language 
dominance and hand preference


Genes and lateralization

Photo of monozygotic twins, but opposite handedness: genes don’t tell everything about 
handedness

-> statistical probability 

Some traits are clearly genetic, but don’t show heritability (for example walking on 2 legs, there is 
no variation in the population)

-> maybe handedness is a genetic trait, but it doesn’t show heritability

Handedness is not difficult to measure

Monogenetic models of hand preference

The Right-shift model (Anett) & Dextral-model (McManus) include a random component, and 
make a pretty adequate prediction of the phenotopical distribution of hand preference (and 
suggest a link with laterality of other functions)

Only way to explain difference in mono zygotes is to add a random factors

2 allels: right shift (dominant) + randomness

4 possibilities

- 2 right shift -> right handed

- 1 right shift + random -> will become right handed

- Random + right shift -> right handed

- 2 random -> hand preference is random

According to this model 12,5% will be left handed

-> quite good at predicting fenotypes in population 

But …

not one gene has been found, but many that have a little effect, none of them seem important 

GWAS studies failed to find the handedness gene. Polygenetic models offer an alternative 
explanation, but…

A recent GWAS study in 330,000 people suggests that all the candidate handedness genes are 
probably false positives.

In the meanwhile, different types of genes seem to be associated with handedness and language 
lateralization respectively, which adds to the puzzles complexity …

Different genes -> no correlation between handedness and language lateralization


Is language dominance genetically determined?
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Research on the genetic influence on structural and functional brain asymmetry is still in its 
infancy. For the moment we don't have a clue how it works.


The anatomy of language lateralization

Geschwind & Levtisky, Science, 1968

Larger left platinum temporale in 65% of 100 post mortem brains

Functional asymmetry of language?


Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., Brain Structure and Function, 2018

Larget left planum temporale in majorityof 287 healthy volunteers - (f)MRI

No difference in platinum temporale laterality between participants with LLD, BLD, and RLD

Red dots: right language lateralization (RLD)

Orange is bilateral (BLD)

Green is LLD

PT = planum temporale 

No difference in spread of dots, no relation between functional assymetry of language and 
structural difference of PT

Marie et al., Cerebral Cortex, 2018

Larger left PT in 63% of 96 baboons

Functional asymmetry of language?

Vernooij et al., NeuroImage, 2007

Larger fasciculus arcuatus in 80% of 20 participants (13 LH of which 5 RLD)

No difference in arcuate asymmetry between LLD en RLD participants


Is language dominance anatomically determined?

Gray and white matter asymmetries are clearly evident in language related areas of the human 
brain, but they do not predict functional language dominance.


Mechanisms of hemispheric specialization


In causal hypothesis there is no independence


Patterns of functional segregation

Random-sample approach
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- Majority of people show a typical functional lateralization

- Two other phenotypes are not rare

- In 10% both functions are reversed (language in right, attention in left)

- Most studies find no correlation in lateralization strength between different functions in the 

same individual

- Crowding is not rare in the normal population

- > statistical hypothesis is most likely mechanism (explains crowding)

Atypical sample approach

- Language and spatial attention

- Language and praxis

8 RLD participant took part in both studies and show atypical laterality for all three functions

Select people because they have atypical language lateralization

If language flips, so does spatial attention and praxis

fMRI with people with RLD: orange group -> flipped for everything compared to blue group

Majority of people have either typical, or reversed typical

Face recognition varies the most

Small group has 2 atypical functions, but the rest normal


Patterns of functional segregation

Conclusion of multi-functionstudies: 3 phenotypes

- Typical functional segregation: majority

- Two variants:


- Complete mirror image (reversed typical FS, rTFS)

- Atypical functional segregation (atypical FS, AFS)


Phenotypes of FS

Reversed typical FS

- Maintained FS, but mirror image

- In particular (exclusively?) in left handers (We mostly collected data in left handers)

- Rare (5-20% of left handers, i.e. 0.5-2% of the population)

- Problem for the statistical hypothesis (unless mirrored construction plan)

Atypical FS

- Crowding of functions

- In right and left handers

- Not rare (probably in about 20% of the population)

- Problem for the causal hypothesis (unless a FS appears disadvantageous)

Do we have evidence that AFS is less effective?


Situs solutes: the usual structure

Sinus inversus: completely reversed

Heterotaxy: all symmetry is lost-> severe medical problems
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Impact of functional organisation in AFS

Children with non-converging handedness and language laterality perform significantly weaker on 
all reading tasks compared to children with converging hand and language laterality. Laterality of 
convergence is not relevant.

Increased deviation from the typical pattern of functional segregation is significantly correlated 
with decreased cognitive performance.

The idea that AFS influences cognition cannot be excluded


Contradiction

- Argument in favor of a statistical mechanism


- High frequency of AFS in the ‘normal’ population

- Argument in favor of a causal mechanism


- The existence of rTFS and the potential disadvantage of AFS

- Maybe they are both right?

- Introduction of the concepts complementarity and co-lateralisation


Complementary

Complementarity refers to a relation or situation where two (or more) different things improve or 
emphasize each other's qualities. 

Complementarity assumes a level of specialization and thus a decrease of  redundancy.

Mental functions differ in their level of complementarity.

Finch on top and bottom are complementary (niche-complementarity), finches that are all in the 
middle are competitive

High complementarity

- More specialized

- Share little computational and/or neural space

- Are independent

- Atypical laterality shows bias to crowding with few repercussions

- = ‘statistical’ pattern

Low complementarity

- Less specialized

- Share computational and/or neural space

- Are mutually dependent

- Atypical laterality shows bias towards segregation because of competition

- = ‘causal’ pattern

The impact of crowding depends on the level of complementarity of the functions involved


Badzakova- Trajkov et al., PlosOne, 2010

Crowding might not be a problem for functions with high complementarity …

But what about functions with low complementarity, for example functions that occupy homotope 
regions of the brain?


High complementary functions show bias towards crowding

Low complementary functions show bias toward segregation


Co-lateralization

Co-lateralization is the situation in which two (or more) different mental functions prefer to share 
the same hemisphere.

Co-lateralization implies a certain amount of computational or biological advantage.

Sharing an operational network can be biologically less costly then creating a separate redundant 
network in the opposite hemisphere.

Language and praxis

Considerable overlap between language and praxis

Strong correlation of language and praxis lateralization


Left hemisphere Right hemisphere Brain area

Word form recognition Face recognition Fusiform gyrus

Linguistic comprehension Prosody of speech Posterior temporo-parietal areas

Verbal working memory Spatial working memory Inferior frontal and posterior parietal areas
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Speech and praxis have a lot in common, just different output

Sometimes functions prefer to share a hemisphere, sometimes it doesn’t matter


To segregate or not to segregate?

Because of co-lateralization the word-form area chooses the side of language (r=.65)

Because of low complementary to the face-area moves to the left in RLD (r=.62)

Because of the innate bias there is a resistance against complete reversion


Conclusion

- Language dominance


- Unrelated to hand preference

- No genetic to anatomical markers, only by observing function


- Phentotypes of functional segregation

- TFS in majority of population

- rTFS (mirror brains) in small minority (left handers)


- Probably without cognitive repercussions because of maintained FS

- Mirrored ear advantage for linguistic and prosodic information and right pseudoneglect

- Cave neurosurgery


- AFS (migrant functions) not rare

- Potential impact on cognition by loss of FS

- Potential impact depends on complementarity and co-lateralization


- Identification and characteristics of these phenotypes is relevant for a better understanding of 
the revolutionary, genetic and clinical aspects of brain organizations


When are syntactic representations shared across languages? The preemption hypothesis

Robert J. Hartsuiker

Anyone who uses 2 languages or more is bilingual

Some of the structures between English and dutch are really similar

L2 syntactic representations

- Syntactic rules are often - but not always - similar across languages

- Do late bilinguals have shared or separate representations for similar structures?
- Shared representations would lead to cross-language influences


Passives

- The clown is tickled by the waiter

- De clown wordt gekieteld door de ober

- De clown wordt door de ober gekieteld

Datives

DO:

- The clown shows the waiter a book

- De clown toont de ober een boek

PO:

- The clown shows a book to the waiter

- De clown toont een boek aan de ober


Bilinguals not two monolinguals in one mind

Language co-activation during production and comprehension in (late) bilinguals

- Cognates read/spoken faster

- False friends more slowly

- Russian-English bilinguals: spuriously look at marker when hearing marku (stamp)

Want you a cookie? Sentence structure of Dutch


Structural priming as a tool to study syntactic influences across languages

Structural priming: priming sentence, then let people describe a picture

- Bock (1986)

- Many sentence structures, experimental paradigms, languages  (Mahowald et al., 2016)

- Lexical boost


Cross-linguistic structural priming
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- Loebell and Bock (2003, Linguistics): priming of DO vs. PO datives across English and German. 
No priming of actives vs. passives (within or across)


- Hartsuiker, Pickering, and Veltkamp (2004, Psych. Science): priming of passives vs. actives 
between Spanish and English.


- Schoonbaert, Hartsuiker, & Pickering (2007, JML): priming of PO vs. DO datives within and 
across Dutch and English


A bilingual lexicalist model

See Levelt et al. (1999) and Pickering & Branigan (1998)

Combinatorial nodes at lexical level

Nodes are shared across languages, when sentence structure is similar enough


When are representations “similar enough”?

- Spanish and English transitive not fully similar (Spanish uses preposition a with animate object), 

still X-linguistic priming

- El gato persigue al (= a el) perro

- The cat chases the dog


- Dutch and English genitives differ in morphology and pragmatics, still X-linguistic priming

- The hat of the nun / The nun’s hat

- De hoed van de non / De non haar hoed (Lit. The nun her hat)


Word order 

Loebell and Bock (2003) observed no priming between English and German transitives. Perhaps 
because of word order?

- The concert was attended by many people (by-phrase final)

- Das Konzert wurde von vielen Leuten besucht (verb-final)

-> Little differences are tolerated, but not if word order is different

Pre- or postmodified NPs


Very clear priming effect within Dutch

English-Dutch (the sheep that is green, change in word order) -> no priming

For German-Dutch there is a priming effect


Does word order have to be identical?

- Loebell & Bock (2003):


- No priming German - English passives (different order)

- Bernolet et al. (2007):


- No priming Dutch - English N + RC structures (different order)

- Priming for Dutch - German N + RC structures (same order)


- Structures only shared across languages when identical word order?

- A claim often found in the literature …


Counterexample 1: passives across Dutch/English
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PFP: The church is hit by the lightning

PFP: de kerk werd getroffen door de bliksem

PMP: de kerk werd door de bliksem getroffen


Counterexample 2: passives across German/English

The tree was painted by the artist (by-phrase final)

Der Baum wurde von dem Künstler gemalt (verb-final)

fMRI repetition suppression design: brain activation, decreases with repeated stimuli


Counterexample 3-4: Passives across Korean/English and Mandarin/English

- Priming from Korean to English

- % actives:


- Active condition: 64%

- Passive condition: 56%


- Also:

- Shin & Christianson (2009, Cognition)

- Chen et al. (2013, second language research)


English SVO:

The policeman chased a thief

A thief was chased by a policeman

Policeman_NOM thief_ACC chased Thief-NOM policeman-DAT was chased

Structure is quite different between Korean and English


Counterexample 5: passives across Dutch and an artificial language (PP02) 

made up language, taught to participants

Lexicon:

- 18 actors (e.g. cook, witch, clown)

- 4 objects: ball, book, cup, hat

- 12 verbs


- 4 intransitive: run, sleep, jump, wave

- 4 transitive: kiss, tickle, punch, shoot

- 4 ditransitive: sell, show, give, deliver


Taught by means of pictures and action movies

- People learned either SVO or SOV version of PP02 (N = 48 / language)

- Each session


- Vocabulary learning

- Sentence exposure (clip and sentence)

- Sentence/clip matching

- Production training

- Structural priming block


- Matching (prime)

- Production (target)


PP02 - SVO

- Active: Dettus zwifsi fuipam (clown kisses cook)

- Passive: Fuipam nast zwifo ka dettus (cook is kissed by clown)

PP02 - SOV

- Active: Dettus fuipam zwifsi (clown cook kisses)

- Passive: Fuipam ka dettus nast zwifo (cook by clown is kissed)

Strong priming effect for Dutch-Dutch and PP02-PP02, but effect Dutch-PP02 is not stronger 
when they are related then when they are unrelated


Identical word order necessary for X-ling priming?

- No  — there are at least 5 studies showing cross-language priming despite word order 

differences

- Why didn’t Loebell & Bock find priming for transitives?


- Power issue? Also no priming within German

- Why didn’t Bernolet et al. find priming across postmodified NPs?


- Syntactic sharing pre-empted by competing construction?


Preemption?
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- Dutch and German N + RC is verb-final:

- Het schaap dat groen is

- Das Schaf das grün ist


- Why no abstract N + RC node, where language-specific rules work out details RC?

- Because Dutch needs to keep word apart word order variation in the RC


- Het schaap dat is geschoren

- Het schaap dat geschoren is

- English only allows you one word order (sheep that is sheared)

- Dutch speakers can collapse both options in one node


- Priming actives/passives across SOV - SVO

- Preemption hypothesis predicts no across word order priming in the language with both SOV 

and SVO vs. an SVO language


PP02-PP02 and PP02-Dutch priming; PP02 allows both SVO and SOV

- Stronger priming between SVO and Dutch, than SOV Dutch: compatible with preemption (but 

not absolute preemption)

- Stronger priming of SVO within AL: learning SOV representation (within AL) blocked by SVO.

- Effects due to having both orders - no difference in between-subject design of Muylle et al. 

(2020)


In sum

- Syntactic structures can be shared across languages


- Despite differences in morphology, pragmatics, and even word order

- But only if enough room in “representational space”. Two examples of preemption:


- N + RC Dutch: sheep that is sheared/sheared is

- Actives/passives AL “PP02”: SOV and SVO


More abstract formulation

Structure X in Language A and X’ in Language B can be shared despite differences if neither 
Language A nor Language B allows both X and X’.


Discussion 1 

- Preemption hypotheses similarities with accounts of CLI in bilingual children (Hulk & Müller, 

2000)

- Also with notion of preemption in construction grammar (e.g. Goldberg and colleagues)

- And some ideas from learning theory, such as blocking in classic conditioning


Discussion 2

- Preemption account needs further testing. Predict for instants priming of pre- versus 

postmodified NPs between German and English. Fixed order in German 

- Dutch is more rigid/strict than German


Discussion 3: in some caveats

- Language variation. Some “weird” orders possible in some varieties (e.g. PP-final passive for 

some German speakers)

- L2 system not just shapes by implicit learning and exposure. Explicit learning plays a major role


- Belgian French-Dutch learners strongly prefer the PP-medial passive in Dutch, although 
French has only the PP-final passive.

- Explicit instruction (of verb-final in general?)

- in learning material they use the medial


Discussion 4

- Are similar representations shared or merely connected (Van Gompel and Arai, Bilingualism: 

Language and Cognition, 2018)?

- Extremely difficult to test empirically!

- Some discussion on wether priming within languages is stronger than between (Hartsuiker et 

al., JML, 2016).

Shared nodes and related nodes lead to the same predictions -> difficult to test
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Bilingual word recognition

Nicolas Dirix

Bilingualism

Definition 

- L1 (native/first language), L2 (second language), L3 …

- ‘Balanced’ vs ‘unbalanced’


- Onset + proficiency (or ‘dominance’)

- Balanced: if you learn L2 at a very early age

- In the past: only scientific interest in ‘balanced’


- Idea that L1 - L2 didn’t impact each other if not balanced

- E.g. weaker links account (Gollan et al., 2008)


- Word production monolingual > bilingual

- Grosjean (1992): “bilingualism is the regular use of two (or more) languages, and bilinguals are 

those people who need and use two (or more) languages in their everyday lives.”

- What about dialects? (Fabbro, 1990)

West-Flanders not only pronounces differently, but they also have their own words

-> do dialects also work like a second language or is it a variation?

Prevalence: +50% of world population

- Multiple official languages

- Single official language, but in reality multilingual

- No official language, in reality multilingual

A lot of people in Spain also speak Catalan


Reading 

Language

- Processing input

- Producing output

- Both in different modalities


- Auditory & visual

- Reading: relatively ‘new’ skill


- But we’re good! ± 250 WPM (Brysbaert, 2019)

- Emergence of H. Sapiens: 300 000 BC

- Oldest written language (we know of): Sumerian pictographic writing, 3300 BC

- First alphabetic language: Phoenician, 2000 BC

- Silent reading: 1000 AD (People used to have to 

read out loud to understand)

- Inner voice

- Children 


Letters -> syllables -> words -> sentences -> text

Monolingual; Interactive Activation Model (McClelland 
& Rummelhart, 1981)

- Computational model/neural network

- Facilitation & inhibition


Experimental paradigms in word recognition

Lexical decision

Is this a word or a non-word?

Dependent variables

- Speed (RT) and accuracy of response

- > efficiency of word recognition

- E.g. word frequency


- High: child, earth, glass, dog, …

- Low: ghoul, hearse, anvil, … 


- Speed tells us about word recognition process

- People respond faster and more accurate to high frequency words

- e.g. bilingual word recognition (Duyck et al., 2008)

- People are slower and less accurate in L2


Eye tracking

To monitor how long words are fixated
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- Fixation -> saccade -> fixation (blinks)

- Large contribution to reading research (Boston et al., 2008; Rayner, 1998; Reichle et al., 1998)


Yellow boxes are interest areas

Numbers: how long area was fixated

Dependent variables 

- Single fixation duration: length of fixation on words that were only fixated once

- First fixation duration: length of fixation on the first time you fixate on that word

- Gaze duration: sum of duration of fixation on a word before the eyes move on to the next word

- Total reading time: total of fixations on a word (Fixations are not in dependent, there is overlap)

- Regression: move back in the text

- Skip: short and high frequency words


-> efficiency of different stages of word recognition

- Early ~ Word form activation and recognition (‘lexical access’)

- Late ~ semantic activation, integration and verification 

Long fixation: lexical access is more difficult

When you recognize a word, you then still have to access the semantic meaning

Word frequency effect: shorter fixation for higher frequency words

If you are more proficient in a language, the effect becomes smaller

Difference between L1 and L2 becomes smaller the more frequent the word is

For each measure the fixation times are shorter in L1 than L2


Models of bilingualism

Revised hierarchical model (RHM) by Kroll & Stewart

Features

- Conceptual information, semantics = language independent

- Separate lexicon for each language 


- Word is stored in a lexicon, separate from concepts

- Learn L2 trough L1


- Translation necessary for comprehension

- ~ learning word lists (vocabulary)


- Weak links between L2 and semantics:

- Especially for low L2 proficiency


- (More proficient -> link between L2 & concepts improves)

- Explanation for slower L2 processing (L2 slower because we go trough L1 first)


Criticism

- Separate lexicons


- E.g. processing of homographs in a lexical decision task (Dijkstra et al., 2000)

- Dutch-English homographs:


Early measures Late measures

Single fixation duration (SFD) Gaze duration (GD)

First fixation duration (FFD) Total reading time (TRT)

Skipping Regression
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- Boot, room, ever, tree, …

- Vs Dutch control words:


- Bil, roos, prei, …

- > Slower RT for homographs for Dutch lexical decision

- > competition / inhibition of L2 on L1 (even when not relevant!)


- Language-independent semantics

- E.g., memory of Russian - English bilingual (Marian & Neisser, 2000)


- Better recall of autobiographical memory in relevant language

Dutch-English homographs are read slower -> interference from L2 on L1 (-> are they stored 
separately?)


Bilingual interactive activation model (BIA) (Dijkstra et al., 1998)

Features

- Basically the IAM with extra layer ‘language’

- Activation threshold as a mechanism of recognition speed


- Higher threshold for L2 words lead to slower recognition

- You can see L2 words as lower frequency words


Criticism

- No phonology & semantics

- Orthographic neighborhood effects


- Cross-lingual facilitation possible

Neigbors: words differing in one letter

When you are reading English, if there are no Dutch neighbors, 
you read faster

Many neighbors -> takes longer to read


BIA+ is an update (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002)

- No inhibitory connection between language node and lexicon

- Semantics and phonology included

- Task schema added: we read with different purposes 

(learning, instructions, …) 

- Downside: 


- No update in 20 years!

- Evidence almost exclusively based on LD


How well do reading measures correlate?

LD (lexical decision) vs EYE-T


-> Correlate RTs of lexical decision with timed eye-tracking measures (SFD, FFD, GD, TRT)


Correspondence between measures

What you would expect the data to look like: strong lineair correlation (they should measure the 
same)


Lexical decision Eye tracking - natural reading

Targets Single, isolated words Words in context (sentence, paragraph, …)

(!) potential ‘noise’ of surrounding words, 
predictability, …

Task (I) Decision process (word or not?) Only reading

Task (II) Response necessary

- Additional motor planning

- Influence of potential decision

- Strategies: emphasis on speed 

or accuracy?

Only reading

Filler items Influence of non-word selection 
(e.g. Keuleers & Brysbaert)

No non-words (usually)

Dependent variables RT & accuracy (~ late processing?) Multiple dependent variables related to early 
and late processing
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The data

Eye-tracking reading times

- Dundee corpus (Kennedy & Pynte, 2005)

- GECO (Cop et al., 2017)


- Monolingual (English)

- Bilingual (Dutch L1, English L2)


Lexical decision RT

- Dutch Lexicon Project: huge lexical decision task (Brysbaert et al, 2016)

- British Lexicon Project (Keuleers et al., 2012)

- L2 lexical decision (Dirix & Duyck, 2017)

-> correlate RTs of lexical decision with timed eye-tracking measures (SFD, FFD, GD, TRT)


Research goals

1. Comparison of monolingual data

- GECO (mponolingual) & BLP (n = 2982)

- GECO (bilingual L1) & DLP (n = 3188)

- If high correlations


- Assume that same underlying constructs are at play in both tasks

- Support for serial processing of words


- <-> parallel processing: potential influence of surrounding words 

- When we are reading: do we process each word after another (serial), or can we do 

multiple at the same time (parallel)?

What we hoped for: lineair correlation between fixation time and lexical decision RT

What we found

Low correlations

- Highest between LD and TRT


- Late measure, e.g. semantic activation

- Lowest for FFD and LD


- FFD isn’t reliable (landing errors) 

- Landing position isn’t always optimal to read the word -> high variability


-> can't assume identical processes LD - eyeT

-> supportive of parallel processing


2. Comparison of bilingual data

- GECO (bilingual L2) & L2 LD (n = 791)

- If correlations similar to L1 data


- Similar underlying processes at play in L1 and L2 (but slower, delayed)

- Difference compared to L1 data


- Lower r: larger impact of language context in L2

- Higher r: larger impact of word characteristics in L2


-> highly similar

-> similar underlying processes L1 -L2


3. Language context

- GECO (monolingual) & Dundee (n = 1915)


- If 2x eye-tracking, but different context

- If language context is of importance -> low r

- If mainly word characteristics are important -> high r


What we found

Low correlations

- Even worse than rLD-eyeT

- Again highest for TRT


- > strong evidence for high importance of language context

- Also within the same dataset (GECO)?


- > first occurrence vs all occurrences of a word 

- > 1 reading time predicts .26 - .39 of future reading times

- > again in support of large influence of language context


- Over or underestimation of word characteristics?

- Word frequency effect
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- Larger in LD (no context)

- Larger in late measures (so related to semantics?)


Conclusion

1. Low correlations between measures: (partially) different underlying processes


- Importance of converging evidence

2. Highly similar pattern in L2 (~similar influence of language context as in L1)

3. Importance of multiple occurrences 


- Only 1 context: confounds!


Bayesian models of cognition

Tom Verguts

Who is Bayes? Thomas Bayes (1702-1761), Presbyterian minister

Bayesian statistics is completely different from classical statistics


What is modeling?

Apply framework of bayesian statistics to psychology

The more people stay at home, the less spread

We need models to know if we’ll reach the capacity of the hospital


1: Bayes in statistics

Example: average temperature

Unknown parameter you want to estimate based on data


Classical statistics in 1 slide

Null hypothesis: µ = 0 

𝑋=1.14

SD(X) = 2.95


p-value = Pr{these (or more extreme) data | µ = 0}

p-value: what is the probability, given the null hypothesis is true, to observe these data or more 
extreme? One or two-sided

Low probability -> I don’t believe µ = 0


Problems

- What is of interests is Pr{µ = 0 | these data} not Pr{these data | µ = 0}

- With more data (larger n), null hypothesis will (almost) surely be rejected

Two probabilities are not the same

N keeps growing -> t will go away from 0

What’s the point of collecting data if it almost surely rejects H0?


Bayesian statistics in 1 slide

Not only data (X), but also parameters (µ) have a distribution

These distributions quantify my belief in the parameter value (in this case we strongly believe it’s 
around 0)

You have no idea: flat distribution 


Why is this called Bayesian statistics?


Bayes’ theorem: 


Classical: Pr{these data | µ = 0}

Bayesian: Pr{µ = 0 | these data}


Another example: coin flipping

Parameter p: Probablity of Heads (and in reality, p = 0.8)

Data = {Heads, Heads, Tails, Heads} 

Pr(these data | p) = p * p * (1-p) * p 


Pr (μ |X ) =
PR(X |μ)Pr (μ)

Pr (X )
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Pr(p) = pα(1−p)𝛽





Data shift my (posterior) belief to the data

Prior belief in p = 0.5

After more tosses belief shifts to 0.8

Pr = prior = distribution of parameter before you collected any data

Prior can start with a weak bias -> belief gets more and more pronounces with more data

Prior can start with a string bias -> belief shifts and only with a lot more data becomes more 
pronounced

Variance matters: lots of data count more than less data 

Posterior distribution contains all the data analyst needs to know


Beliefs across two parameters


2: Bayes in cognition

Some key points of bayesian thinking

- There is a prior (belief) that is combined with current data

- Together, prior belief and current data determine what I believe

- Variance matters: data (or priors) with lower variance have more impact on our final decisions

- Confidence = 1/variance

- … perhaps humans are natural Bayesians?

Is bayesianism a good paradigm for how people reason in daily life? -> entirely different question


Bayes in everyday cognition

- Suppose you work for an insurance company; a customer is 34 years old. You must estimate 

how old he will become. What do you guess?

- People guess, and Bayesian model guesses 75 years old


- Imagine you are in somebody's kitchen and noticed that a cake is in the oven. The timer shows 
that it has been baking for 35 minutes. What would you predict for the total amount of time the 
cake needs to bake?

- Guesses similar to bayesian prediction


Bayesian models of perception: inverse problems disappear 

Some stimulus is projected on retina

A few different 3D shapes can end up as a rectangle on the retina

-> how can you know it actually is a rectangle?


Bayesian models of perception: non-accidentalness

A: you assume the line continues 

B: illusion is less strong

Human are natural bayesians -> explains visual illusions


Bayesian models of perception: variance matters

A wolf cries (woo) in the forest

Very sure about auditory “woo”, but you don’t see the wolf -> “woo” has a bigger weight in 
calculating where the wolf is


An experimental test of bayesian perception


Pr (μ |X ) =
PR(X |μ)Pr (μ)

Pr (X )
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Subjects start with their finger at dot, and have to move it do the dot above, but their hand is not 
visible

Cursor (which has to end up at the dot) is shifted to the right: they start shifting their hand to the 
left, then they just have to go straight up

At feedback point they see the dot, but depending on the condition there is more variance and 
they are less certain on the position of the dot

Line is flat: they are on the right path towards the target

Line is increasing: they don’t take the visual information into consideration

As variance increases, the line gets more steep


Confidence = 1/variance

Low confidence: low gauss-curve, high variance

High confidence: high gauss-curve, low variance

Does that correspond to confidence in real life?


Subjects see a string of stimuli, A or B (visual and auditory)

Probability (AlA)

Participants are asked about the chance and asked about how sure they are (confidence)

First a string in A, then B
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Jump in line -> violation in prediction

Become more and more confident, until confidence shifts, then again more and more confident

Confidence of people correlates with bayesian model of confidence


All samples in a string range from 0-5 -> sampling must have been between 0-5, not 0-10


Word development: no overextension

When children learn the name “horse”, how do they know that label only applies to horses and 
not to all mammals?

Bayesian model: falls naturally out of probability, horse is never used for other animals

(Same as sampling 0-5)


Humans van be bayesian … if data appear in the richt format

- Woman of 50 yo: Pr(breast cancer) = 1%

- Mammography: 


- If breast cancer: Pr(positive test) = 90%

- If no breast cancer: Pr(positive test = 9%


- If positive test … what is the probability of breast cancer?

- In a human-readable format, it becomes obvious that the prior probability matters


Prior probability is very low -> low chance (9% of false positives is larger than 90 of correct 
positives)

People actually take the a priori not into account -> not in the right format

Let them interact with the data (for example with showing the dots)


Conclusion

If data come in the right format, humans can act like Thomas Bayes prescribed that they should: 
Assigning probabilities to events (past, current, and future), and using these probabilities to make 
inferences about the world.
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Avian Cognition

Frederick Verbruggen

1.1 Why study birds: general

Birds were considered stupid for a long time

Bird flew from Alaska to new Zealand in one go

A new bird just discovered (as a side note)


So why study (cognition in) birds?

- Birds are fascinating

- Among the most successful of all vertebrates:


- Today they live on every continent and occupy virtually all ecological niches.

- About 50-428 billion birds and 11,158 species, as compared to 8,361 species of amphibians, 

11,570 species of (other) reptiles, and 6,554 species of mammals.


Avian models in psychology

- Historically, avian models have been used in psychological research to study learning.

- Skinner used pigeons to study learning

- Watson started with honing behavior of birds


Avian models in neurobiology

- In recent years, avian species have also become popular models to study neurobiological 

mechanisms in health and disease, ranging from research on: 

- Acquisition of speech and complex movements


- If there’s an error in a song, birds respond to that the same way humans do

- Substance & behavioral addictions

- Development & aging

- Immunology & endocrinology


- B-cells (name) comes from birds

- Genetic disorders


- Why?

- Avian species share analogue and homologue neurobiological systems with humans

- Neurocognitie systems are influence by a wide range of mediators in a highly similar fashion


Homologue structures: common ancestry 

Example: limbs in whales, humans, lizards, and birds.

-> all come from the same common ancestor


Analogue structures: no common ancestry

Example: tetrapod and octopus limbs -> There is no common ancestry

Analogies are the result of ‘convergent’ evolution

No common structure between birds and bats, forelimbs separately evolved into wings


1.2 Why study birds: PP02

What are survival rates for 2 personality types?

Type I: Slow explorers use a passive coping strategy: they are relatively non-aggressive, shy in 
exploration, sensitive to external stimuli and readily adjust their behaviour to changes in their 
environment.

Type II: Fast explorers have an active coping strategy: they are aggressive, bold in exploration, 
insensitive to external stimuli and rely on routines.

There were winters with a lot of food, also with shortage 

In hard winters, the aggressive female bird did better

If there is a lot of food the type 2 female bird did better, it is not adaptive to fight

Males showed the opposite pattern!

During winter, males mainly protect their territory 

Too little food -> you just sit on your branch and watch your competitors die

A lot of food -> have to be aggressive

Something like aggression depends not only on task, but also on your role

-> not necessarily bad

Avian species to study (inhibitory) control of (impulsive) action
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2. The bird brain

Why ‘birdbrains’?

Two main reasons:

1. Differences in brain structure

2. Differences in brain size


2.1 Structure

Cerebrum consists of two main parts:  the uppermost pallium (“mantle”) and the underlying 
subpallium.

Birdbrains: the classic view (Ludwig Edinger)

For a really long time people thought birds mainly had subpallium, and only pallium could do 
complex cognition, higher cognitive abilities

Subpallium was for ‘instinctive’ behavior, lower cognitive abilities

-> dominant theory at that time

In line with/inspired by old views on evolution

The outdated ‘scala naturae’ theory: through evolution, creatures become more and more 
complex

(Hypothetical) appearance of completely new brain areas, which are added onto old ones


Bird brains: the modern view

Birds do have huge pallium

But with some differences …

Avian: Nucleated cell clusters

- Grey matter throughout brain

Mammal: Laminated cell clusters

- Grey matter (layered) at edge

- White matter in centre

- Grey matter (nuclear) in between

In line with/inspired by modern views in evolution


Homology and functional analogy

Basal ganglia: homology

There is not a lot of difference in basal ganglia


PFC and NCL: analogy

Avian and mammalian pallia are homologous as 
a whole entity, but this does not necessarily hold 
for one-to-one comparisons between different 
pallial fields (areas). 

PFC and NCL are very likely not homologous. 

But they do share many anatomical, functional, 
neurochemical, and electrophysiological 
properties.

-> PFC & NCL: analog structures
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2.2 Brain size

But does size matter?

Bird brain is denser with neurons

Birds and mammals with similar size

-> bird brain is smaller, but with more neurons

Ravens have more neurons than capuchin monkey (seen as very smart monkey)


No longer birdbrains? 

The poor development in birds of any brain structures clearly corresponding to the cerebral cortex 
of mammals led to the assumption among neurologists not only that birds are primarily creatures 
of instinct, but also that they are very little endowed with the ability to learn. There is no doubt that 
this preconceived notion, based on a misconceived view of brain mechanisms, hindered the 
development of experimental studies on bird learning. - Thorpe, 1964

People never even looked for smart behavior in birds


3. From brain to behavior

Video: bird had done the tasks individually, but had to put them together to solve the possible


Selection of cognitive operations studies in birds

- Planning

- Tool use

- Episodic memory

- Object permanence

- Delay of gratification

- Mental time travel

- Reasoning

- Meta-cognition

- Mirror self-recognition

- Theory of mind

- Vocal learning

- …

Corvid species: ‘Feathered apes’ (similarly smart) incl. jackdaws, rooks, crows, ravens, European 
magpies, and jays

Quite often they outsmart people

There is also social learning = culture


3.1 Case study: inhibitor (self)control

Outdated idea that only humans can inhibit actions

Action and inhibitory control involves the basal ganglia

- Action is achieved via the direct basal-ganglia pathway

- Inhibition is achieved via the indirect and hyper direct pathways

Birds have all the neuro apparatus (basal ganglia and NCL) 
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These indirect and hyperdirect pathways are triggered via structures in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 
in the mammalian brain (incl. humans) and the nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) in the avian brain.


So: can birds inhibit actions? (And are they good at it?) 


MacLean, E. L. et al. (2014). The evolution of self-control.

- We know little about the major forces shaping cognitive evolution

- Cognitive evolution (in general) and evolution of inhibitory-control abilities has been explained 

at two levels: proximal and ultimate

Why is the boat sinking?

Proximal: water is in the boat

Ultimate: it was a war ship that got repaired


The evolution of inhibitory (self) control

- Proximal causes (neuroanatomical underpinnings):


- Absolute brain size

- Relative brain size


- Ultimate causes (ecological drivers):

- Social complexity

- Dietary breadth


How to test inhibitory control in birds (and other animals)?

Cylinder task: Transparent cilinder with food in

-> bird has to suppress going straight at it and go at the side

Same idea with a transparent barrier (detour variant)

A not B task: does the bird go to the old location or the new one?

Cylinder task: some birds successful, others aren’t

Same for A-not-B

Correlation between brain size (absolute) and inhibition

Birds don’t do that well

Diet breadth (divers diet) has a correlation (and birds have a broad diet)

-> it looks like birds have poor inhibitory control


But …

Two main issues

- Task purity: 


- A-not-B

- A-not-B task had different scores then cilinder -> but they are supposed to measure the 

same

- If the bird doesn’t observe where the food is, it is unfair to say they didn’t use inhibition

- They also need hand tracking (not just inhibition) to do A-not-B task


- Cylinder task (and detour variants)

- Contributing factors:


- Experience with transparent objects (otherwise they don’t know better)

- Motivation to obtain food

- …


- Selection of species

- Findings were primate dominated

- It is also important to study variation within species

- More than half were primates, but not much variation in birds

- Corvids were actually doing quite well 


Inhibitory-control performance is positively linked to group size

Magpies: study of group size

Inhibitory control is better for birds that grew up in larger groups

Better inhibitory control for: 

- Hyenas larger clans

- Hyenas raised in larger cohorts

- Low-ranking hyenas

Low dominant hyena has to wait to eat after dominant hyenas have eaten
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3.2 From correlation to causation: a new research program

Transparent barrier: will they go straight or around?

Stop-change task: birds goes straight towards the food, but as soon as they cross a beam, the 
food is covered and other food is uncovered

-> bird has to stop running to the first location and change towards the other location

Able to measure really well how long they took to change

These are correlational 


A unique methodological ‘eco-devo’ approach 

Incubate eggs of several species, raise them without the parents

- Japanese quail

- Domestic (feral) pigeon

- Herring gull

- Lesser black-backed gull

-> easy to manipulate they way they are raised (causal research)




Inhibitory control is shaped by learning, social & physical environment

For example: group size, CORT or lead injected, …

Environment can shake and influence cognition


Real-world behavior and fitness consequences 

For example: migration data from our recent study

Release the pigeons/gulls and track them

Gulls can live up to 25 years

Look at fitness consequences for these gulls

Bird is released at the coast

It stuck around for a while, then went to Oostend, Nieuwpoort, then decided to live in Diksmuide, 
found a roof it liked and looked around on the fields for food

They released 8 new birds

One of the new 8 birds also started living on the same roof


Conclusion

Aren’t they cool?

They are also cute creatures (video of one hatched a few hours before)

In collaboration with: Research facilities at vogelopvang Oostende


A brief introduction to cognitive theories of autism

Senne Braem & Judith Goris

Overarching research group EXPLORA
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EXPLORA stands for EXperimental PsychoLOgical Research on Autism, and is a research group 
within Ghent University that started as a joint collaboration between prof. dr. Roeljan Wiersema 
(Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology) and prof. dr. Marcel Brass 
(Department of Experimental Psychology).

In our studies we want to investigate aspects that are often different in persons with autism, such 
as attention, information processing and social-communicative skills.

Autism: 2 bigs groups of symptoms 

- Social situations

- Everyday tasks/predictions


Autism: DSM 5

Persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across multiple contexts, as 
manifested by the following (examples are illustrative, not exhaustive; see text):

- Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, ranging, for example, from abnormal social approach 

and failure of normal back-and-forth conversation; to reduced sharing of interests, emotions, or 
affect; to failure to initiate or respond to social interactions.


- Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviors used for social interaction, ranging, for example, 
from poorly integrated verbal and nonverbal communication; to abnormalities in eye contact 
and body language or deficits in understanding and use of gestures; to a total lack of facial 
expressions and nonverbal communication.


- Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understand relationships, ranging, for example, from 
difficulties adjusting behavior to suit various social contexts; to difficulties in sharing imaginative 
play or in making friends; to absence of interest in peers.


Restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities, as manifested by at least two of 
the following (examples are illustrative, not exhaustive; see text):

- Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, use of objects, or speech (e.g., simple motor 

stereotypes, lining up toys or flipping objects, echolalia, idiosyncratic phrases).

- Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to routines, or ritualized patterns of verbal or 

nonverbal behavior (e.g., extreme distress at small changes, difficulties with transitions, rigid 
thinking patterns, greeting rituals, need to take/eat same route/food every day).


- Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in intensity or focus (e.g., strong 
attachment to or preoccupation with unusual objects, excessively circumscribed or 
perseverative interests).


- Hyper- or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of the 
environment (e.g. apparent indifference to pain/temperature, adverse response to specific 
sounds or textures, excessive smelling or touching, fascination with lights or movement).


Severity is based on social communication impairments and restricted, repetitive patterns of 
behavior:

- Symptoms must be present in the early developmental period (but may not become fully 

manifest until social demands exceed limited capacities, or may be masked by learned 
strategies in later life).


- Symptoms cause clinically significant impairment in social, occupational, or other important 
areas of current functioning.


- These disturbances are not better explained by intellectual disability (intellectual developmental 
disorder) or global developmental delay. Intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder 
frequently co-occur; to make comorbid diagnoses of autism spectrum disorder and intellectual 
disability, social communication should be below that expected for general developmental 
level.


Other frequent symptoms that are not necessarily specific to autism:

- Language impairments

- Stereotypic behavior

- Lower IQ


There is a large community of autistic people that are high functioning

People with autism is also more and more involved with the research themselves because they 
are a very active community

Stimming: stimulating yourself with certain textures, sounds, …


Prevalence: 

- Around 1-2% of the population (CDC, 2014)
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- More common in boys (5:1-4:1) (or is this because women mask better?)

Clear genetic factor:

- Twin studies suggest a strong genetic factor, but the presumed mutations have not been 

identified

- No racial differences (but some are more likely to be diagnosed later)


- > cultural differences? Or because research is mostly on white people?

Wide heterogeneity:

- Characteristics, symptoms, and severity vary significantly between different children with 

autism

Is autism just an extreme of a certain trait? 


No! Autism is not caused by:

- Vaccines

- Television

- Powerlines

- Microwaves

- Poor parenting

- Refrigerator moms


Cognitive theories of autism

- Theory of mind

- Weak central coherence

- Executive function

- Predictive coding


Autism and theory of mind

Individuals with Autism fail to “assign mental states to themselves and others” (Premack& 
Woodruff, 1978).

- Unexpected transfer test of false belief (Wimmer & Perner, 1983).

- 80 percent of children with Autism fail the unexpected transfer task and these have a deficit in 

their theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, Lesile and Frith, 1985).

Unexpected transfer task: girl puts teddy bear in a basket, boy takes it back out when she is out 
of the room

In true belief condition he puts it in the bucket when she is back in the room

False belief he puts it in the bucket when she is out of the room

Where will the girl now look for her teddy bear?

False belief: in the bucket, but someone with autism would think in the basket, they lack theory of 
mind 

Happé (1994) stated that it was problematical for the theory of mind hypothesis that 20% of 
Autistic people actually passed tests of false belief. So…

Baron-Cohen (1989) used the more difficult second-order false belief task (I think he thinks she 
thinks…):

- 60% of the children with down syndrome passed the test

- 90% of typically developing children passed the test

- But none of the children with autism passed (Mean verbal mental age of 12.2).

Baron-Cohen concluded that because individuals with Autism could not pass a second-order 
task, they did not have a fully representational theory of mind. But...

- Bowler (1992) challenged the idea that theory of mind development is delayed in Autism. He 

found that 73 percent of young adults with Asperger syndrome (AS) passed the second-order 
false belief task.


- Most children without Autism show evidence of the development of theory of mind at around 
4-5 years of age


- In historical terms, the theory of mind hypothesis brought developmental psychologist into 
mainstream autism research


- Is theory of mind really a correct way of thinking about these processes?

- e.g. Deschrijver & Palmer (2020): reframing social cognition: relational versus representational 

mentalizing

- Also, while it might do a good job of explaining social impairments, it does not offer a good 

explanation for other impairments in autism
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People don’t think of Theory of mind as all or nothing determining factor if people have autism 
today, but it used to be very important


Autism and weak central coherence

Central coherence (Frith, 1989): 

- People need/desire high-level meaning

- Everyday tendency to process incoming information in context for gist

This feature of human information processing is though to be adjusted in autism

-> ‘weak central coherence’

Autism bias towards local versus global info processing:

- “inability to experience wholes without full attention to the constituent parts”

- Failure to use context in reading (Happé, 1995)


- “there was a big tear in her dress.”

- “there was a big tear in her eye.”


- Do not succumb to visual illusions (happé, 1996)

The Weak Central Coherence theory predicts: 

- A relatively good performance where attention to local information is advantageous (I.e. 

relatively piece-meal processing)

- E.g. can recognize object from a single part


- Poor performance on tasks requiring the recognition of global meaning or integration of stimuli 
in context

- E.g. cannot integrate fragments to identify an object


-> a cognitive style rather than cognitive deficit


Executive function

Executive functions or cognitive control:

- To suppress incorrect responses (response inhibition)

- To monitor for conflicts and errors (conflict monitoring)

- To flexibly switch between different tasks (cognitive flexibility)

- To retain relevant information in working memory (working memory)

- Executive function involved in flexible planning (e.g. Tower of Hanoi)

Deficit occurs with frontal brain damage leading to perseverative behavior

Deficits in executive function could underlie cognitive impairments found in autism (Hughes, 
Russell & Robbins, 1994; Ozonoff, Pennington & Rogers, 1991)

- Ozonoff, Pennington & Rogers (1991):


- Individuals with autism performed poorly on tests of executive function despite having 
passed the theory of mind tasks


- Hughes & Russel (1993) argued that online executive control is necessary to pass false beliefs 
tasks (see also, Hughes, 1998):

- Failure on theory of mind may be because capacity demands are too high


1. However, many cognitive control paradigms do not show differences in autism:

- Geurts et al. (2009, “The paradox of cognitive flexibility un autism”): Little evidence for clear 

deficits in “cognitive flexibility” as measured by traditional task switching paradigms.

- But:


- Tasks without explicit task instructions do not elicit differences in task switch costs (e.g., 
Van Eylen et al., 2011)


- Tasks where people are free to choose when to switch allso show differences in 
performance (e.g., Poljac et al., 2017)


2. Executive disfunction does not seem to be specific to autism, as it also occurs in:

- Schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, Gilles de la Tourette's syndrome, ADHD, 

Parkinson's disease,… And more.

- Therefore, by itself, executive disfunction cannot explain autism.


3. Are executive disfunction cause or effect (e.g. EF development)?
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Working hypothesis: cognitive flexibility and low-learning are preserved in autism, but the 
integration is impaired.


Autism and predictive coding

Back to the symptoms: stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, insistence on sameness, 
inflexible adherence to routines, ritualized patterns of behavior, highly restricted, fixated interests 
hyper- or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of the 
environment…

These symptoms highlight the importance of making predictions in our every day perception and 
action

-> Bayesian inference & predictive coding framework

Bayesian perspective: 

- To use sensory information efficiently to guide our behavior, the brain needs to “make the 

sense” out of ambiguous, noisy sensory input (Gregory, 1980; Friston, 2009)

- The brain is a statistical inference engine whose function is to infer the most probable causes of 

sensory input (Dayan et al., 1995)

- The brain represents sensory information probabilistically in the form of probability distributions 

(Knill & Pouget, 2004)

- Perception as ‘hypothesis testing’ (Gregory, 1980)

Perception as hypothesis testing: stimuli are ambiguous 

For example: 1 sound can be perceived 2 ways, labrador photo of labrador is just spots, but you 
can still infer the dog

Bayes theorem:

- Probability of a cause given effect

- Probability of a hypothesis (H), given evidence (E)


Bayesian inference:

- Inference about the state of the world (W) from the sensory observation (x)

- Example: yes/no inference


- Is there a woman present or absent? (Blurry picture)

- Generative model of the world:


- The woman is present (W = 1) or the woman is absent (W = 0)

- Prior likelihood: equally likely (0.5)

- Sensory observations (x) are normally distributed, centered upon the true state of the world 

(W = 1, W = 0)

- With a oise variance of σ2=1


Generative model, likelihood P(x|W) -> inference, posterior P(W|x)

posterior: likelihood of W=1, given x

- P(W = 1 | x = 1.2) = 0.6682

- The likelihood that a woman present is 0.6682

- Now we are more certain that a woman is present!

- Now let's go back and imagine I told you the artist of this image is more likely to portray women 

versus men: what parameter would you change?

Predictive coding (Friston, 2009): 

- Bayesian inference in the brain: to infer the most probable causes of sensory input

- Feedforward/feedback loops (top-down signals interact with bottom-up signals)
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Prediction error: comparison of prediction and the sensory stimulus leads to wrong idea


Predictive coding in autism


Prediction has high and less context-sensitive weighting in autism


Study 1

Electroencephalography (EEG)

- Method to measure electrical activity from the brain

- Often used to look at event-related potentials (ERP’s)

Mismatch negativity (MMN)

- EEG component reflecting prediction errors

- Very early & preattentive

- Mostly investigated in auditory and visual sense

- Oddball paradigm

Mismatch negativity in autism

- Mixed findings of …


- Smaller

- Larger

- No difference 

… in MMN amplitude in autism

- But what about the context-sensitivity?

- Predictive coding theories propose a less context-sensitive weighting of prediction errors in 

autism

- Can we observe this as less context-sensitive MMNs in autism?
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Methods

- Low-frequency deviant block


- 80% = local standard = global standard

- 20% = local deviant = global deviant


- High-frequency deviant block

- 80% = local deviant = global standard

- 20% = local standard = global deviant


- Low-frequency deviant block has a bigger MMN than high-frequency deviant block

- Adults with autism (n = 18) and control group of typically developed (TD) adults (n = 24)

- Matched on gender, age, IQ and handedness

- Questionnaires: Autism Spectrum Quotient & Social Responsiveness Scale

- ADOS-2 to confirm diagnoses


Results: MMN

Autistic people have less MMN (especially for low-frequent deviant blocks), but very similar 
pattern

Results: P3b

- Measure of more conscious top-down attention directed towards a stimulus

- Higher for global deviants than for global standards

- No difference between autism and control group

- Both groups learned the contexts equally well


Conclusion

Prediction errors are indeed less modulated by global context in adults with autism


Study 2

Two explanations

- Sensitive to a shorter timescale

- Sensitive to a longer timescale

Multi-timescale mismatch negativity


Conclusion

- It seems like the autism group does not show the primacy bias, i.e. they do not revert back to 

the initial model like the control group does

- These results seem most consistent with sensitivity to shorter time scale and autism
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Take-away messages

- Study 1: prediction errors are less modulated by global context in adults with autism

- Study 2: it seems like this decreased context-sensitivity might be explained by sensitivity to a 

shorter timescale in autism

- This confirms hypotheses from predictive coding accounts of autism


Should I stay or should I go? Response biases triggered by affective and incentive stimuli

Ruth Krebs

Reward effects in cognitive tasks

The beneficial effects of monetary incentives (rewards) is well established in experimental 
psychology and cognitive neuroscience.

Typically, reward cues are presented before a trial, or blocks of trials, and participants will receive 
a bonus if they respond correctly to a subsequent target.

Monetary Incentive Delay task (MID)

Always the same result: rewards prospect improves performance across different tasks (visual 
attention, conflict, memory, …)

The underlying mechanism: Activity in attention and cognitive control regions

If you compare reward to no-reward cue, a lot of areas light up in preparation for the target

These beneficial effects after reward cues are thought to arise due to preporatory attention and 
cognitive control

-> controlled, voluntary, goal-directed behavior (“top-down”)

“I do my best to maximize the reward”

Krebs et al. 2012; Padmala & Pessoa 2011; Braver et al. 2014; Botvinick et al. 2015


The role of affective valence

But: reward stimuli also have an affective valence component

Winning money is a positive event

Not gaining or even losing money is a negative event 

Reward and No-reward (or loss) stimuli will be associated with positive and negative valence, 
respectively

-> This is a less controlled, automatic component (“bottom-up”); in contrast to top-down 
processes on the previous slide


Where does this come from? Overlap with basic Emotion processing

- Affective (i.e., emotional) events capture our attention automatically (involuntary)

- This can have a direct effect on behavior: appetitive events trigger approach, while aversive 

events trigger avoidance

- But: there is also the case of approaching a competitor (aggression) or not acting in face of 

danger (freezing)

- These effects can be broadly mapped onto a behavioral inhibition and activation system (BIS-

BAS, Carver and White 1994)

- In some cases (snake example), basic visual information is enough to trigger a certain motor 

program (LeDoux 1994)

-> These mechanisms ensure adequate responding to positive and negative events, which has 
been important for survival and is still relevant for everyday life

Sometimes you actually have to fight a tiger (if it’s too close to run away)

But generally you approach the positive and run away from the negative

Even if something looks remotely like a snake, it can be enough to trigger a motor response


From early to recent evolution

- Inherent response tendencies for positive and negative events have been described for 

evolution-relevant events (food, mating partners, predators).

- But “newer” forms of appetitive and aversive signals can have similar effects (e.g. monetary 

incentives, guns)


Affective stimuli trigger response biases

Testing affective response biases in the lab (using affective words and pictures

When participants are asked to perform an action that is compatible with the inherent tendency 
(approach positive / avoid negative), they will be faster as compared to incompatible mappings

Phaf et al. 2014 meta-analysis; Solarz1960; Chen and Bargh 1994; Krieglmeyer et al. 2010
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“Pulling and pushing” affective stimuli

Compatible methods (pull lever when positive/push lever when negative) is faster than 
incompatible (push lever when positive/pull lever when negative) 

“Moving towards and away from” affective stimuli (Krieglmeyer et al. 2010)

Up (toward) and down (away) keys in computer lab (manikin moves towards or away from the 
word) have the same effect


These effects are quite robust

- Independent of initial manikin location: decreasing/increasing distance between stimulus and 

manikin is important

- Does not require conscious processing of the emotion: occurs also if participants judge 

grammatical category

- Intructions matter: in the manikin task participants “move” toward or away (Krieglmeyer et al. 

2010a, b), but in tasks without manikin stimuli are pulled or pushed (e.g., Solarz 1960; Chen 
and Bargh 1994)


- Both produce compatibility effects, but manikin task is more sensitive (Krieglmeyer et al. 2010b)


A different approach: Affective Go/NoGo task (Schulz et al. 2008)

- Majority of trials are Go trials (action required)

- Task designed to measure inhibitory control

- Mapping od response and emotion changed between blocks

- In blocks with positive-Go mapping, commission errors in NoGo trials increase

- Additional evidence for a natural mapping between positive valence and approach


Short debate about why this is happening (see also Phaf et al. 2014)

- It is agreed upon that affective events can trigger approach and avoidance responses, based 

on evolutionary benefits

- However, whether this relies on automatic response activation or require the evaluation of the 

stimulus is debated

- To date, evidence supports an indirect link: well valance is processed automatically, the 

resulting response still depends on the task (which is also referred to as the Motivational 
account)


- That said, often the link seems direct and automatic because the tasks promote search 
automatic mappings


Similar response biases for reward stimuli?

Testing reward response biases in the lab (using money, but also liquids)

- Reward studies mostly use Go/NoGo tasks (not exactly the same as approach/avoid 

movement)

- Based on Pavlovian conditioning in animals using primary rewards (food and liquids)

- Evolutionarily conserved response bias to approach cues predictive of reward or to inhibit 

actions to cues predictive of punishment, “Pavlovian bias” (Boureau and Dayan, 2011; Rescorla 
and Solomon, 1967)


- Conceptually this overlaps with the affective response biases, but while affective valence is 
inherent to the stimuli, reward effects mostly rely on learned of instructed stimulus-action-
outcome contingencies


Guitart-Masip et al. 2011; Freeman et al. 2014; Asci et al. 2018

Pavlovian-Instrumental Transfer paradigm (Freeman et al. 2014)

- Participants first learn to execute go and nogo responses to distinct stimuli (instrumental)

- Then they learn that a certain stimulus feature (color, CS+) predicts primary reward (Pavlovian) 

Green color is associated with something positive

- In the transfer phase, both features are combined

- In the transfer phase, frequency and speed of responses to CS+ increase, but participants also 

make more commission errors to CS+ NoGo stimuli (where they should not respond)

- Evidence for a reward-approach bias (similar to affective stimuli)


Reward learning paradigm (Guitart-Masip et al. 2011): monetary incentives

- Reward approach bias: participants are better at learning go-to-win compared to go-to-avoid 

losing
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- But: no difference in NoGo performance (not symmetrical like in affective studies)

- Imilar to previous slide, but now with monetary reward instead of primary reward (liquid)

- We replicated this reward-approach bias with instructed reward, no learning needed (Asci et al. 

2018)


Interim conclusion

- Largely overlapping response biases to affective and reward stimuli:


- Tendency to approach (or react to) positive events and avoid (or not react to) negative ones

- But, experimental approaches are not exactly comparable:


- Manikin approach/avoid (emotion tasks) vs. Go/NoGo task (reward tasks)

- Inherent affective content vs. learned or instructed reward contingencies


- Especially the rewarded Go/NoGo tasks have some issues:

- Measure inhibition rather than avoidance actions

- It provides no information about response speed in NoGo trials (because no response is 

executed)

There will always be difference between emotion and reward tasks


Biasing Actions by Incentive Valence in an Approach/Avoidance Task

Do monetary incentive stimuli trigger approach and avoid responses similar to affective stimuli? 
To this end, we used a hybrid design across previous emotion and reward tasks. 

Compatible: push to get money, pull to avoid losing money 

Interaction between factors gives the compatibility effect

This novel task has important features:

- Approach-avoid instead of Go/NoGo: more comparable to affective paradigms looking at 

response biases; focus on opposing actions rather than action vs. inhibition; provides more 
measures (RT in all trials) 


- Inclusion of manikin movement after response to emphasize what push and pull 
“means” (affective studies)


- Explicit instructions about reward and action requirements rather than learning or conditioning: 
comparable to affective paradigms (no learning needed to understand that a positive face is 
positive)


- Hence,  incentives are signaled by symbolic stimuli (different from affective studies, but 
necessary) 


- Inclusion of positive (win), negative (loss), and no-incentive trials to test for biases in both 
directions compared to a baseline 

- No-incentive: nothing much happens (floats in the middle)


- The combinations of reward and action change from trial to trial and have equal reward 
probability: no dominant mapping, no favoring of certain actions


Monetary approach/avoid joystick task (Hoofs et al. 2019)

Factors:

- Valence (win/loss/no-incentive) signaled by stimulus color


- Note that we use the term valence instead of reward here and in the article, because a loss is 
not a reward 


- Action (approach/avoid) signaled by stimulus shape

- Responses via joystick (push/pull)


- Block type (target-valence/cue-valence)

-> the block types were intermixed in the same experiment, but I will discuss them one at a time

-> there were three experiments in this study: 
here I will focus on the results across all 3

Design Target-valence blocks

- Valence = target color


- Win, loss, no-incentive

- Action = target shape


- Approach vertical oval, avoid horizontal 
one


- Combined randomly from trial to trial

- Focus on valence x action interaction

- 3 experimental variations (N = 134)
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Response Target-Valence blocks (N = 134)

- Response bias in RT data: better performance for win-approach and loss-avoid (compatible) as 

compared to win-avoid and loss-approach (incompatible)

- Same response bias in error data: speaks for bottom-up influence and against controlled, goal-

directed behaviour

- The no-incentive baseline trials are mostly somewhere in between and not much affected by 

the action


Interim conclusion Target-valence blocks

- Response biases to incentives valence targets, similar to those reported for affective stimuli

- Intriguing since response biases are thought to rely on over-learned, evolution-relevant 

mappings. Here we see biases to merely instructed symbolic stimuli that signal monetary 
reward 


-> This effect relies on the automatic (“bottom-up”) component of reward processing. Participants 
can not fully control this and it impairs performance in trials with counterintuitive mappings


In the beginning of the lecture I described typical reward cuing paradigms in which participants 
can improve task performance via top-down control

-> In the same study we aimed to test in how far these top-down control mechanisms can help to 
overrule bottom-up response biases


Design Cue-valence blocks

- Valence = target color


- Win, loss, no-incentive

- Action = cue shape

- Approach standing rectangle, away from 

lying down

- Combined randomly from trial-to-trial

- Matched success probability 80%

- Focus on valence x action intrecation

- 3 experimental variations (N = 134)

- No response bias in RT data: instead, 

responses are faster for both valence 
conditions (win + loss) compared to no-incentive trials


- No systematic effect in error data, performance is at ceiling: not surprising because participants 
can prepare everything in advance and only execute the response


- Still, there is differential facilitation for win-approach trials (faster and fewer errors) which might 
have to do with general arousal


Interim conclusion Cue-Valence blocks

- No response bias in cue-valence blocks of the same task. Instead, global facilitation by valence 

cues (win+loss) - like in traditional MID task

- So here participants succeed in following the task goal to maximize incentive outcomes without 

being guided by the inherent (automatic) bias


Conclusion/recap

- Together, these data illustrate that we are affected by valence information in an almost 

automatic, bottom-up manner, even if this is not helpful for the task at hand

- This is the case for evolutionary valence signals, but also for relatively recent ones like 

monetary incentives (reward)

- These valence signals have most impact in situations in which we need to respond immediately 

and cannot prepare or take time to control our actions


Add-on: insights from Neuroimaging

But why is there no response bias in the cue version? (Hoofs et al. 2021)

- Passing time? Response bias decays after the cue display

- Cognitive control? Increased activity to overcome the bias (similar to conflict tasks)

- No bias to begin with? Cues might not induce a bias since there is no need for immediate 

action

Rewarded approach/avoid joystick task + functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
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Focus on cue-valence blocks: in this version the behavioral bias is absent, and we can explain the 
neural activity patterns at two time points (cue and target) 

Can’t be answered with behavior data alone, because there is no bias 

Similar pattern across the entire brain -> control bias

Cognitive control activity

What does the brain data add? 

- At cue onset (valence+action information), increased proactive control, replicating previous 

monetary incentive effects

- At target onset (signal to act), higher activity in incompatible trials; may reflect reactive control 

to overcome the inherent bias

- These two mechanisms ensure correct responding in all trials, including the incompatible ones

- We can dismiss the idea that it is only passing time and the notion that there might be no bias 

in the first place


Learning and Cognitive control Laboratory department of Experimental Psychology

Clay Holroyd

Part A

Freund, M. C., Etzel, J. A., & Braver, T. S. (2020, July 6). Neural coding of cognitive control: The 
representational similarity analysis approach. 

Figures are different from the paper (different version of the same paper)


What is Representation Similarity Analysis?

Multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA)

- Classification Analysis (CA)

- Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA)

What is the difference between CA and RSA?

What advantages does RSA provide over CA?

CA is very powerful

Brighter yellow: more activated


MVPA: The basic idea

- In traditional functional neuroimaging, all the voxels in an activated brain area do (more or less) 

the same thing, i.e., they all increase their activity in one condition and decrease their activity in 
another condition


- In distributed representations, neighboring voxels do different things (but they may average out 
to the same activity globally)


What does it mean whether two patterns are the same or different?

- Different patterns correspond to arrows (vectors) pointing to different points in space

- “Multivariate” representation: multiple variables (voxels) needed to describe pattern

- Same pattern, different average activations, correspond to arrows (vectors) pointing in same 

direction

- “Univariate” representation: only one variable (average activity across voxels) needed to 

describe pattern


Summary
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Every pattern of activations in a cluster can be described as a point in an N-dimenional space, 
where N = number of voxels in the cluster

One of the voxels is (red) is more active, the other (blue) is less active

-> in traditional measures, these would cancel each other out

Arrows start at the origin and point towards the point of activation

If arrows are collinear: same pattern of activation, but there may be a difference in intensity


Stroop task

Congruency factor: color - word (mis)match

People are faster (and more accurate) on congruent relative to 
incongruent trials

Univariate analyses indicate that incongruent trials, relative 
congruent trials, robustly activate anterior cingulate cortex 
(even in PET studies! Posner, 1994)

Hypothetical data

There is an average increase across all (both) voxels on 
incongruent trials relative to congruent trials

This can (and has been) shown using standard, univariate 
analyses

But how would you show it using MVPA (CA and RSA)?


Classification analysis

With CA, you (the experimenter) choose 2 conditions of interest, and ask if the data can be 
separated into those 2 conditions.

In practice, CA algorithms determine wether the data in the two conditions can be separated by a 
partition

There are many classification algorithms (e.g. discriminant analysis support vector machines)

For some classification algorithms, the partition can be non-linear (e.g. neural networks)

Split in training and test: makes the data more robust
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Note: classification analysis can distinguish between different patterns (multivariate differences) 
and different averages (univariate differences)


What CA yields

Classification analysis determines how similar patterns across 2 conditions are from each other

Similarity can be measured as the “distance” between the groups


Back to hypothetical data

With CA, we can separate congruent from incongruent trials. 

But note, we could in principle categorize data between any pair of conditions (e.g., red color vs 
blue color)

CA can do this, too 

CA can only tell you there is a difference, cannot tell you the source of the difference

But CA not suited for classifying data across more than 2 dimensions

We can separate (in)congruent, but also blue and red, but no interactions

(It can do so, but the more conditions, the more awkward it becomes). 
RSA is better suited for comparing data across multiple conditions simultaneously


Stroop task

2 x 2 (factorial) = 4 unique conditions

Congruency factor: color-word (mis)match

Condition pairings:

42 total, 6 unique

Advantage #1 of RSA: RSA allows you to assess the distance between all 
pairwise combination of task conditions in one test

We start by specifying a model that predicts the distances we expect to see.

Diagonal is identitical, we can ignore these

Representational Dissimilarity Matrix (RDM): large values mean large distances

Representational Similarity Matrix (RSM): large values mean small 
distances

1: patterns are very similar

0: patterns are very different

RSA allows you to test models against each other

Model that provides better fit to the data is winning model

Large distances: black

Short: white

Each model has a set of 6 unique distances (1 for each pair of conditions 
in this experiment)

The observed data have 6 unique distances (1 for each pair of conditions in this experiment)

Correlate the observed data against the model predictions


The most important difference between CA and RSA

CA compares ine representation against another: This is called a first order similarity

RSA compares the comparisons between representations: this is called a second-order similarity

2nd order allows you to compare things that are completely different

Underlying categories are entirely different

For example: cat is to lion as dog is to wolf (first order: cat-lion and dog-wolf)
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2nd order can be similar even when 1st order is different

RSA allows you to compare apples with oranges


Advantages of RSA

- RSA allows comparison of multiple conditions simultaneously (not just 2) 


-
- RSA compares second-order similarities


- Which enables comparisons between very different representational systems, e.g.

- Monkey vs. human

- Model vs. brain

- Behavior vs. brain

- Single neuron vs. EEG

- And so on …


- RSA allows you to test much richer/more sophisticated theories (follows from first advantage), 
that make multidimensional predictions

- For example Stroop task with 16 different stimuli conditions


Examples:

- Until now, RSA has been used mainly to examine “lower-level” cognitive processes, especially 

vision

- RSA has untapped potential for cognitive control research (has not been used a lot yet)


Part B

Human midcingulate cortex encodes distributed representations of task progress

Anterior cingulate cortex 

- Function of ACC/aMCC is famously confusing and 

controversial

- Involved in conflict processing, error detection, motor 

behavior, effort, cognitive control, reinforcement learning, 
pain, etc. 


- Individual neurons respond to disparate task-related events 
(stimuli, actions, rewards, etc).


- Why? 

ACC is entire colored part (but sometimes they refer to only one 
area in the ACC)

We will mostly talk about the green part


The distributed coding model of ACC

- Neural network model


- Predicts patterns of activity across ACC when subjects engage in action sequences

- Use model to predict ACC activaty

- Test the predictions


Neural network underlie a lot of technical applications

Each unit sends information to and receives information from other units

Context layer has connections, allows netwerk to remember things that happen in the past, to 
produce appropriate actions


Procedure

- Train the model on a sequence production task

- Have people carry out the same task in fMRI

- Compare predictions of model to ACC activity in humans


Outline

- Describe sequence production task

- Describe the model

- Describe the fMRI experiment

- Describe how we compare predictions of the model with fMRI data


- “Representational similarity analysis”

- Present results
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Activities of Daily Living

Swartz et al. (1998) studies simple  “activities of daily living”  like toothbrushing, and their 
impairment following frontal lesions

- Often carried out on automatic pilot and with a fixed sequence that may not be readily available 

to conscious report.

- But people frequently make action slips when not paying attention (e.g. picking up razor 

instead of toothbrush), indicating that a minimal degree of cognitive control is necessary.

- Brief and context-driven, which makes them dependent on working memory for storing and 

manipulating goal-action representations

The task we designed captures these properties …


Coffee-tea making task




- Note: Subjects always see this exact same sequence of 7 stimuli on each trial (though spatial 

positions are randomized: sometimes coffee on left, sometimes on right, etc.)

- Subjects choose objects according to spatially corresponding buttons

- Rule 1: Cream only goes with coffee, sugar only goes with tea, water goes with both

- Rule 2: Always choose spoon (stir)

- Rule 3: Choose prepared beverage

- Rule 4: Alternate randomly between making tea, making coffee; and between adding sugar/

cream first and adding 
water first


- These rules define 4 
sequences, each of 6 
actions


Computational model

- Training phase: Train 

network to predict action 
sequences in coffee-tea 
task


- Test phase: after 
sequences are learned, use 
dimensionality reduction 
techniques to analyze 
representations in context 
layer (cf. Botvinick & Plaut, 
2002, 2004)


Each of the units can be 
activated, has a value from 0 
to 1

What do we mean by 
representations?

Conceptually, hidden and context layer are interchangeable 

Euclidian distance: if you were to measure it with a tape measure (there are other types of 
distances)


Representational Similarity Analysis
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- 6 actions * 4 sequences = 24 states

- Calculate the distance for each pairwise combination of states (276 combinations)


fMRI Experiment

- Data collection:


- Ghent University Hospital

- 3T TIM TRIO Siemens scanner with a 32-channel head coil.

- 18 subjects did the coffee-tea task


- Data analysis:

- First step: Find BOLD activation for each voxel in brain for each of the 24 possible states 

[general lineair model].

- This yields a pattern of activation across the brain for each of the 24 states in the sequence 

task


Searchlight Analysis

- For each voxel in the brain:


- Considet the 3x3x3 voxel cube (side length ~1cm) surrounding it

- This yields a 27 activation values for each of 24 states

- Compute the dissimilarity matrix for all 24 x 24 pairwise combinations

- Correlate the local brain RDM with the RNN-RDM (276 values)

- This yields a correlation value for each brain voxel, indicating wether the distances between 

the task states are similar between model and brain


Main result!

- The peak value is anterior MCC, in the paracingulate corned, near the borders of BA32 and 

BA9.

- The entire cluster spans anterior and posterior MCC, and dorsally into the pre-supplementary 

motor area (BA 6 and 8).

- This result indicated that the MCC represents task states similarly to how the RNN model does


Follow-up analyses

MCC represents task states at both local and global levels

- Does the 348-voxel MCC cluster (as opposed to each 27-voxel cube) also represent the states 

like the model does?

- RDMs correlated across subjects


Anterior MCC representations do not depend on RT

- Theorethical accounts of MCC predict a positive association between MCC and RT (e.g. 

conflict, time-on-task, effort). Is this true of distributed reps?

- Build RDM based on distance between average RT for each condition


-RT effects focussed on posterior MCC, pre-SMA

-Anterior MCC not related to RT

Blue correlates only with one part, red with 
another, yellow is overlap


Three model predictions based on multidimensional scaling analysis


Conclusions

- Human MCC encodes distributed representations of task progress

- Ubiquitous MCC activity seen across  neuroimaging studies may reflect pooled contribution of 

fine-grained patterns of activation
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- They first neural responses to task)related events reflect the contribution of these individual 
cells to the global pattern.


- Standard approaches for analyzing MCC function may overlook the major portion of 
information encoded by this brain area


Our mathematical brain

Wim Fias

Math is an important issue

(Early) mathematical skill (at a very young age, first grade) is an important predictor for

- Career success

- Future income

- Mental well-being

- Physical well-being

Mathemathical skill is determined by

- Genetic factors

- Socio-economic factors:


- Income and education of parents

- ‘Home numeracy’: parents draw attention to numbers in everyday life, count to ten, …


- Education


Math is not an easy issue

- Takes years of training to master 

- ± 7% experienced pronounced difficulties (dyscalculia; mathematical learning disabilities)

- ± 25% experience stress when confronted with math (math anxiety)

Understanding mathematical cognition and its neural basis is a societally important topic in 
cognitive neuroscience


Constructivism - Jean Piaget

- Tabula rasa, children start without ‘luggage’

- Everything has to be learnt

- > formalistic abstract education, without taking into account intuition


Nativism - Noam Chomsky

- Children have innate intuitions

- These intuitions are scaffolds for further development

- > experience-based education focused on stimulation of and building on intuitions


The number instinct: an innate sense of number

1. Animals can (learn to) count

Monkey can abstract a number from appearance in screen

Chimpansee can generalize over number that it was not trained on

2. Babies can count

Babies are sensitive to numbers 

Child is more attracted to screen that shows different numbers, not just different configurations

Increase in target numbers -> precision decreases

3. Remarkable similarities with adults

Students: the closer the reference number is to the target number, the more the precision 
decreases

-> same pattern between humans and rats

4. With highly similar neural mechanisms

Number-selective neurons in intraparietal sulcus of monkey

Number-selective coding in human IPS, also in infants and young children


Interim conclusion

Behavioural and neuroscientific research in different species have demonstrated existence of an 
innate number sense.

This number sense is not exact, but approximate

Supportive evidence for nativism (Chomsky)
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Everything on a row: the mental number line

SNARC effect: spatial numeral association of response codes

When you have a number and you have to respond with either left or right, you will be faster when 
you respond with left to small numbers, and right to large numbers (congruence effect)


Hemineglect after brain damage

Lesion in right hemisphere: they ignore the left

Number bisection bias

When asked to divide the line in half, people with neglect shift to the right

Which number is in the middle between 1 and 9? They respond with a larger number (6)

-> they don’t calculate it, but use their mental number line


Also in animals number is associated with space

Chick: with small numbers, the chick goes to the left, with larger numbers, it goes to the right


Also in infants

Babies looked longer at decreasing, incompatible condition


Interim conclusion

Arguments in support of a mental number line


Arithmetic

1. Animals can do arithmetic

Symbol addition by monkeys provides evidence for normalized quantity coding


2. Babies can do arithmetic 

Baby seems surprised when 2 figures disappear behind a screen, but only one reappears


Interim conclusion 

The approximate number sense in the IPS forms the basis of an innate system that allows 
calculations

But how far does this innate system reach?

Can it explain why some people are good at math and others struggle with it?


1. Dyscalculia is related to reduced grey matter volume in IPS

2. Precision of number sense correlates with performance in math at school

3. Education improves precision of number sense

4. Training of number sense improves math performance


Nativist conclusion: the number sense scaffolds mathematical skill

-> focus education on training the number sense …

… and all else will follow


Piaget was clearly wrong when he claimed that children start their developmental trajectory from a 
blank slate.

But is this sufficient to orient education primarily on this innate intuition?

In other words: is the intraparietal sulcus the only brain region that matters?

=mono-componential model?


Even in a simple number comparison task, multiple brain areas are activated

1. How to reach the intraparietal sulcus?

Non-linear transformation required from visual cortex to number-selective neurons


Computational modeling: artificial neural networks

Simulation study

- Train network to selectively respond to numerosity

- Hidden layer between object location map and number-selective output layer

- Backpropagation 

Connections on itself don’t say anything, because if you add a connection, the number changes
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One neuron will respond as soon as one dot is visible, another will respond only when at least two 
are visible … -> accumulating

Accumulation coding exists (in another parietal area)


fMRI-adaptation

Design based on Piazza et al. (2004), passive viewing


Interim conclusion

Occipito-parietal route must function accurately


2. And what about symbolic numbers?

Predictions: two pathways

- Non-symbolic numerosities: need accumulative preprocessing

- Symbolic numbers: no accumulative processing necessary

Intracranial recordings confirm the existence of a “visual number form”


Interim conclusion

Occipito-parietal route must function accurately

Occipito-temporal route and connections with IPS must function accurately


3. Mental arithmetic Long Term Memory

From procedural processing to memory retrieval investigated via alphabet arithmetic




Angular gyrus is more lateral


Gerstmann syndroom

Symptoms:

- Dyscaclulia

- Finger agnosia (loss in the ability to distinguish, name, or recognize the fingers, we learn to 

count on our fingers)

- Left-right confusion

- Agraphia

Alzheimer dementia: hippocampus

Dyscalculia occurs in early stages of AD
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Occipito-parietal route must function accurately

Occipito-temporal route and connections with IPS must function accurately

Hippocampus and angular gyrus must be intact


4. Working memory 

Putting things in the right place

Keeping information in correct order is crucial


4.1 Order in working memory activates the same IPS areas


4.2 Order in working memory is spatially organised (spatial codes as position markers in WM)

Distance in working memory is also determining in behavior


4.3 Spatial coding of WM position correlates with math skill


4.4 Processing order in WM involves spatial attention

Robust and replicable influence of WM on spatial attention


4.5 IPS contributes to serial order WM

Multi-voxel pattern analysis

2 components for the direction of attention

Early directing attention negativity

Anterior directing attention negativity


4.6 Fragmenting IPS contributions of attention and WM in number processing 

Number landmark task

Localiser task: shifting attention in memory space

ROI analysis:

- R aIPS: number-specific

- Bilateral SPL: domain-general encoding-related neural activity

- R IPL: domain-general shifting of attention


Interim conclusion

The processing of serial order working memory is spatially coded

Correlated with mathematical ability

Retrieving information from working memory involves visuospatial attention (in a way similar to 
spatial attention in physical space)

Engages parietal areas 

Working memory and the mechanisms for selective attention that act within working memory are 
crucial to number processing and should be considered when evaluating parietal contributions to 
number processing

Occipito-parietal route must function accurately

Occipito-temporal route and connections with IPS must function accurately

Hippocampus and angular gyrus must be intact

Parieto-frontal Wirkung memory network must be intact
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5. Metacognition

Am I performing well?

Basic determinant of math skill

Children of grade 4

Occipito-parietal route must function accurately 

Occipito-temporal route and connections with IPS must function accurately

Hippocampus and angular gyrus must be intact

Parieto-frontal working memory networks must be intact

Prefrontal cortex is important


Piaget and Chomsky: back at the same level:

- The existence of an innate number sense should not be denied

- The number sense contributes to the development of mathematical abilities

- But mathematical abilities also strongly depend on additional neurocognitive components

-> education: both ‘cultivating’ intuition and constructing knowledge and training of cognitive 
functions (like working memory, metacognition, etc.) are important


Multicomponental approach

Explains heterogeneity of dyscalculia (Dyscalculia is not a uniform disorder)

1. Dyscalculia or math deficits appear in multiple ways

Some have problems with arithmetic tables

Some have problems with procedures, imagery etc


2. Dyscalculia co-occors more often than not with other learning deficits (dyslexia, ADHD, DCD 
etc)

prevalence dyscalculia: 7%

prevalence dyslexia: 7% 

if both would be independent, chance of co-occurence would be  0.49% 

In reality 25-50% of dyscalculics are also dyslexic


To be good at math, one has to count a lot on the brain


Word recognition: old questions, new developments

Marc Brysbaert

How long does it take to recognize a word?

Important variables

- How often has the word been encountered? (frequency + prevalence)

- How strongly is the word related to the preceding information? (priming)

- How long is the word? (word length)

- When was the word acquired? (age-of-acquisition)

- How strongly does the word resemble other words? (neighborhood effects)

- How strong is the resemblance with the English translation? (cognate effect)


Word frequency

- Edward Thorndike (1874-1949):


- Law of effect (puzzle box) 

- Three books to “help teachers select words” (1921, 1932, 1944)

- Words counted in:


- Children’s books (Black Beauty, Little Women, Treasure Island, …)

- Literature (Bible, Shakespeare, Tennyson, …)

- Newspapers and important documents (US Constitution and 

- Declaration of Independence, Cookery Book, …)


- Latest edition (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944) based on 18 million words


Effect word frequency on word recognition?

One of the first ones to use book by Thorndike were Howes & Solomon (1951)

- Words presented tachistoscopically with increasing duration (starting at 30 ms) until participant 

recognized word

- 60 words
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- 20 participants

Lower frequent -> takes longer to be recognized


New word frequencies 

Kucera & Francis wanted to make a better list (1967)

- Brown Corpus: 1.014 million words from 15 different registers

- “The Brown Corpus was a carefully compiled selection of current American English, totaling 

about a million words drawn from a wide variety of sources. Kucera and Francis subjected it to 
a variety of computational analyses, from which they compiled a rich and variegated opus, 
combining elements of linguistics, psychology, statistics, and sociology.”


- Has become the classic in English word recognition


Meanwhile in the Netherlands

- Van Berckel, Brandt Corstius, Mokken, & van Wijngaarden (1965): word frequencies based on 

50,000 words

- Uit den Bogaart (1975): word frequencies based on 605,733 written and 121,569 spoken words

- Max Planck Nijmegen (~1990): the CELEX project (Dutch, English, German)


Celex (Baayen, Piepenbrock, van Rijn, 1993)

- Dutch frequencies based on a corpus of 42.38 million words (from 930 texts) assembled by het 

Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie (de “schatkamer van de Nederlandse taal”) 

- 30% fiction – 70% non-fiction. 

- Also contains a lot of other information about the words. 


Research with Celex

- Schreuder & Baayen (1997) 


- Nouns with matched frequencies:

- Mos: 6.8 pm

- Lip: 6.4 pm


- But different frequencies of the plurals

- Mossen: 0.5 pm

- Lippen: 102.0 pm


- Lexical decision

- Mos: 580 ms

- Lip: 539 ms


Back to the US

Elexicon Project

- Balota et al. (BRM, 2007)

- http://elexicon.wustl.edu/

- Lexical decision data for 40K words and 40K non-words (> 800 participants)

- Naming times for 40k words (> 400 participants)

- The RTs give us a validation criterion to assess the quality of word frequency measures

- Previously we only have the size of the corpus and the “representativeness” (face-validity)


Over to France

- New, Brysbaert, Veronis, & Pallier (2007) 

- Are film subtitles an alternative source of information for word frequencies?

- 50 million words from more than 9 000 files

- Correlated more with LD times then frequencies based on books or websites


SUBTLEX-US

- Brysbaert & New (2009)

- 51 million words from 8 388 films


Losing the lead …

- Research in Dutch is rapidly losing the lead it had due to Celex

- No subtitle frequencies

- No database of RTs for 1000s of words to use as a validation criterion

- So, …
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SUBTLEX-NL

- 43.73 million words from 8,443 files

- Mainly American films and television series  
- Parsed by Tadpole (Tilburg-Antwerpen)

- Keuleers, Brysbaert, New (BRM, 2010) 


Frequency per million is now replaced by Zipf values

Number of films in which a word is found (contextual diversity)


Dutch Lexicon Project 1

- Keuleers et al. (2010)

- 14K words with 1 or 2 syllables

- 39 participants

- Lexical decision

- Each participant saw all 14K words and 14K non-words

- 16 hr per person

- €200

Wuggy: Multilingual pseudoword generator


Is SUBTLEX-NL better than Celex?

Higher accuracy, longer reaction times


Are lemma frequencies better than word form frequencies?

- Not when you compare lemma frequency to word form frequency for all the words

- Gimenes, Brysbaert & New (2016): for singular nouns, lemma frequencies are better; for plural 

nouns surface frequencies count

- Verbs?


Can we run virtual experiments with DLP1?

- Schreuder & Baayen (1997, experiment 1) 


- Found : 539 vs. 580** 

- Simulated: 583 vs 631***


- Good simulations of all 5 experiments discussed in the article 


Can we run virtual experiments with DLP?

- van Hell & Dijkstra (1998): cognate effect in lexical decision 





New developments: Dutch Lexicon Project 2

- DLP1 limited to monosyllabic & disyllabic words

- DLP2 contains 30K Dutch lemmas

- Same method as in DLP (except that participants worked on their own laptops at home)

- Brysbaert et al. (2016)


New developments: Dutch Crowdsourcing study

- Contains 54K Dutch lemmas

- Internet vocabular study

- Longer RTs but r = .68 with DLP1 (N=9 131) and r = .71 with DLP2 (N=29 937)

- Brysbaert et al. (2019)
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New developments: word prevalence

- Limitation of the frequency measure: Some words are well-known despite being very low in 

frequency 

- Zeeklimaat, waterplant, bijenkast, stripalbum, notenleer, knolselder, kladblad, uitbollen, 

lijsttrekker, leeggoed, zinsdeel, veldrijden, pladijs, telwoord, kasbon, kotbaas, stoppel, ... 

- Frequency lists are based on a corpus that taps into a limited language register 

- Better frequency measure? 

- Or another approach? 


- Vocabulary test

- http://woordentest.ugent.be/ 

- 700K+ tests done so far

- 70 words and 30 nonwords

- Which words do you know?

- Guess correction 


Analysis DLP2 data


Still more data 

- English Crowdsourcing project 


- Internet test like DCP 

- 61,8K words 

- http://vocabulary.ugent.be/ 

- 2M participants 

- Data on word prevalence and RTs for English L1  

and L2 speakers 

- http://crr.ugent.be/programs-data/lexicon- projects  

Dyslexia in higher education

Marc Brysbaert 

Issue

- An increasing number of post secondary students start higher education with a diagnosis of 

dyslexia.

- Most likely thanks to better assessment and remediation in primary and secondary education.

- For a long time, relatively little known about this group, except for the ascension that they had 

worse reading and writing skills.

- Was particularly true for non-English speaking countries

- Great need for clarification, guidelines, and regulations.

- No general standards for compensatory measures based on scientific evidence.

- Clinical experience of the local office of disability services and their considerations tent to 

prevail.

- Consequently, the special arrangements provided are not always appreciated by lectures.

- In the absence of theoretical and empirical evidence for the efficacy of the special measures, 

lectures object that:
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- “Dyslexic” students may be asking needless exceptions

- Which create extra work,

- And are unfair to the other students.


- Send lecturers even doubt whether students with a diagnosis of dyslexia belong in higher 
education, questioning their cognitive skills and work attitude.


- Lecturers’ doubts are not necessarily groundless.

- E.g. Sparks and Lovett (2009a, 2009b) 


- Some offices of disability services in American colleges give learning disability certificates 
without empirical justification


- These certificates tend to be popular when they are linked to core substitutions for the 
colleges foreign-language requirements


- Also for students with reading disabilities the lack of empirical evidence is a problem

- There is little solid advice about how to optimize their studies

- Manuals based on clinical and educational practice rather than an imperical evidence

- Nearly all focus on English (orthographic depth, differences in educational policies)


Cognitive profile of higher education students with dyslexia in English

- 1990s: studies addressing the question whether individuals with dyslexia continue to have 

problems with reading and spelling in adulthood, or whether remediation teaching and reading 
practice in primary and secondary education are able to bridge the initial lag


- Conclusion: reading and writing problems remain 

- Hatcher, Snowling, and Griffiths (2002)


- Compared the cognitive skills of 23 university students with dyslexia and 50 matched controls 
- Participants completed 17 tasks assessing:  

- literacy (reading and writing),  
- processing skills (perceptual speed, memory span, and arithmetic),  
- phonological skills (spoonerisms and rapid naming),  
- verbal fluency,  
- verbal abilities (vocabulary test),  
- non-verbal abilities (Raven matrices),  
- self-reported problems in attention and organization.


- The dyslexic students performed worse on all but the two tasks of general cognitive abilities 
(WAIS vocabulary and Raven matrices).


- Expressed as an effect size

- Dyslexic students further reported more problems with	 


- Memory: “I easily forget about what has been said”, 

- Attention: “I lose track in required reading”, 

- Effort: “I do not work to my potential”, 

- Affect: “I am sensitive to criticism”, 

- Organizing and activating: “I have difficulty getting organized and started” 


Meta-analysis

- Swanson and Hsieh (2009)


- 52 published articles

- 776 comparisons





Dutch?

- Language is different and the difficulty of the letter-sound mappings


- Linked to dyslexia

- Linked to difficulty of reading acquisition
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- Organization of the education system	  

- Ability-based selection + “guarantee” of completion 

- Free entrance + selection 

- Lovett and Sparks (2010): in American university students with reading disabilities often have 

average text reading skills combined with above-average IQ 


A new study

- 100 students with assessment of dyslexia vs. 100 controls (both university and non- university)

- Allows us to find effect sizes from d = .4 on • These are effect sizes that start to require special 

arrangements 

- . 4 also is roughly the confidence interval around the d-values obtained 

- Tests


- IQ (KAIT: fluid vs/ crystallized intelligence)

- Word reading (one minute test in Dutch and English)

- Nonword reading (one minute)

- GL&SCHR


- Various STM spans

- Phonological awareness (spoonerism & reversals)  
- Rapid naming (various stimuli)

- Vocabulary

- Text reading (aloud) 

- Text comprehension (visual and auditory presentation) • Word spelling 


- English word spelling

- Arithmetic (four operations) 

- Speed of processing 


- Cijfer doorstreep test (CDT) 

- Selective attention and task switching

- Ideally had been non-verbal, non-numeric





Results reading
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Results phonological processing





Results rapid naming





Results writing





Results IQ
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Results attention





Results arithmetic





Results summary 

- The differences on the IQ test are negligible and particularly caused by definitions to words (d = 

.6), although there is also a small difference for the recognition of famous persons (d = .4). 
There are no differences in fluid intelligence (d = .1).  

- Dyslexic students tend to be slower than controls in processing speed (as measured with the 
CDT; d = .6), but they do not make more errors (d = .1).  

- Except for phonological short-term memory (d = .6), memory spans are quite comparable (d < 
.4). 
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- There is considerable dyslexia cost for arithmetic (d ≈ 1), which tends to be larger for divisions 
and multiplications than for subtractions.  

- There is a non-negligible cost (d ≈ 1) for phonological processing. This cost again is entirely due 
to the speed of processing, not to the accuracy of processing.  

- Dyslexics are slower at naming letters (d = 1.0), digits and colors (d = .6), but not at naming 
objects (d = .2).  

Conclusions 
- Despite the differences in language and educational context, our findings are remarkably similar 

to those in English.  
- The pattern of strengths and weaknesses of students with reading disabilities is very much the 

same in Dutch.  
- This is good news, because it indicates that the profile is applicable to most alphabetical 

languages. 

- Our findings are further noteworthy because they agree well with the traditional definition of 

dyslexia as a combination of normal intelligence with deficient reading and writing. 

- This definition has been questioned in the past years, partly because a discrepancy between 

verbal and general abilities is very difficult to measure reliably at individual level. 

- Dyslexic students in higher education particularly fail in processing speed, not in accuracy.

- They did not make many more errors in reading and other tasks, except for writing.  
- Also encouraging is the finding that students with dyslexia tended to perform better on the text 

comprehension test when the text was read out.  

Special arrangements 
- Software that helps reading and writing. 
- Extra time for exams 
- Use of calculator 
- Better information for students themselves, so that they can adapt their studies to their 

weaknesses and strengths.
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